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Students Comment on Civic Center 
by Don C11/awe 
BY the time this reaches the W.P.I. 
body, another question wlll have 
rendered academic. That is: Will there 
civic center In Worcester? 
get a feel for the student opinion, a 
survey was taken. On the whole, 
was vague. The students 
had seen the posters downtown, but 
little more than that a debate over a 
center was taking place. 
be fair, however, some had esked 
and gotten a grasp of the issue at 
developing a bias one way or 
. Mark Amesbury ('81) of Attleboro, 
commented, " I favor it. It would 
me while I'm in Worcester, and in 
long run it will also benefit Worcester.'' 
asked was a hypothetical queetion, 
If Worcester had 8 civic center, and the 
concan were playing here and at the 
--nr.f! Civic Center, where would you 
To this, Mark responded, "Assuming I 
at school. I'd go to the one in Wor-
assumlng I was at home, 
IJIIWildeflce Is only fwe minutes away from 
- so that answers that question.'' In all 
of choice between the two, dlltance 
only factor that seemed to hold any 
among students. 
More tYPical, was the response of one 
freshman woman stopped in Daniels Hall. 
"I'm for it. .• I just think it's a good Idea. 
I've read the signs in the Worcester Mall." 
Given a choice between a Providence or 
Worcester Civic Center concert, she 
replied, ''I don't know, Providence 
probably, because it's closer Ito my 
hometown).'' 
John Kuchachik 180) from Webster, 
Mass. (twenty miles south of Worcester) 
pointed out, " Why have to go to 
Providence or Boston for anything you 
might be able to bring here? It might bring 
more business here - I don't see whv not. 
(It would) create a few more JObs, 
hopefully " Again the • concert ChOice 
brcught forth, "Same concan? Naturally 
here.. it'll (:live the business to Worcester 
County.'' 
Tina D'Arcy( '80) from Conn., hit a point 
brought up again and again m the course of 
interviews. " I don't see any reason why It 
shr,l.!ldn't go up. I mean, there's nothing in 
Worcester. It's a real dead town-- the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra would come 
like once a year - wow, big thrill. If 8 civic 
center comes, you get all j(inds of name 
people coming In . , . certainly an im-
provement as f!Jr as the social life of the city 
student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
goes ·• Concert choice: Providence or 
Worcester? 'What difference does It make 
where you sit, as lonQ as you got the 
concert, right?" 
On the other side of the spectrum, 
Joseyn Johnson (78), a commuter from 
Conn., argued, " I don't see where the 
Worcester Arena would be that much 
different than the civic center. You know 
that t1tl is a fairly large capacity. If they 
were to re-do it ••. It's practically the same 
thing as you'd get out of the civic center. 
Shops you could find at the center mall. 
Why can't that be considered your 
Shopping Area - civic center type of 
thing?" 
A surprisingly balanced opinion was 
proffered by Mike Tabaczynslci ('79) from 
Chicopee, Mass near Sprlngfteld." " I 
conditionally favor it. First of all, I'd like It to 
be privately owned; privately run, becausa 
bureaucracy generally loses money, and 
I'm sure that's what's going to happen if 
the city has everything to say about It, in 
the building and the running of it •.. 
Whereas a privately-owned civic center 
probably-will, make money." His selection 
of concert sites was equally enlightening." 
"It doesn't make any sense to go miles and 
miles to some other place. The place ..• 
doesn't make a heck of a lot of difference 
as far as concerts are concerned. A good 
frtist is going to give a good performance 
- no matter where he or she Is •.• " 
"I've seen concerts outdoors, the in-
famous Boston Gardens, . . . I've seen 'em 
at Springfield, at Providence, I've seen 
them at little theaters - concerts 
everywhere . • . The place never made a lot 
of difference. So I would go to the place 
most convenient." 
Mike pushed home a final point, of which 
few on campus had considered. "I wish 
everyone from Worcester would think of 
the consequences. It's not a blessing from 
heaven. you know. It's got good points; It's 
got bad pomts. It's not going to seve 
Worcester from any kind of doom, or 
anything like that. It might help 
business. . • I don't know, I really don't 
know too muct. about that.'' 
Of all the comments heard on campus by 
this reporter, none were of apathy. " I don't 
know. . . but I'm Interested" came across 
often. There was never an "I don't cere" -
which would seem to me to be a strong 
positive comment for all who come here to 
W.P.I. Here's one member of the W.P.I. 
community hoping to see more of this 
attitude throughout the year. 
Tuesday, September 20, 1977 
ew Drama Unfolds 
by MaurHn Higgins 
There is a new face on cempus in the 
form of one energetic elrama profeaaor -
•r _ _., __ Dodge. She has succeeded Gene 
Kllilh and is presently teaching the four 
-.n sequence of modem, medieval, 
dllalcal, and contemporary drama; acting 
• the faculty advisor for the Maque; and 
org~nizlng a drama WO!bhop. 
She came here because she liked the 
a.npus, the aut, the plan, and the attitude 
the humanities faculty, an energetic, 
Glldmlstk. creative. exciting teem. She 
dlclded WPI was a good place to be. Her 
lim here Ia to take the .aence oriented 
IIUdent and expose him to the theater. 
Cerollne Dodge hopes to create a good 
· a.tlillnl:~. one that Ia receptive, perceptive, 
and critical. There exists a 
of unemployed profeaeional 
people who need someone to 
~: Mif'ti.M their art on and her students could 
audience. Another ~I Ia to provide 
--• ... •::ntheatte as the cempus can handle, 
... ,, __ of quality as well as quantity. This 
WOUld also provide an outlet for the artistic 
tlldeavors of the drama students or anyone 
llttrested in expressing themselves 
tlloough drama. 
Index 
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OPEN SUNDAY 
THRU THURSDAY 
10 p.m .-2 a.m. 
NIGHT STUDY ROOM 
Salisbury 104 
Use Plaza Ramp Entrance 
Anyone can put on a play here. As of yet, 
the humanities department has no major 
fall production planned. The Masque, the 
student operated and funded theatre on 
campua, is still in the process of selecting 
their play. To introduce themaelvee to the 
WPI community, Caroline Dodge and 
Joyce Rosen, in charge of the modem 
dance woritahop, will be putting on some 
sort of production conaisting of drama-
dance IOioe later this vear. 
Thursday, September 22nd, the first 
meeting of the drama workshop will be held 
at 7:30 in Alden Hall. All thOle intereeted 
should attend as It is ebeolutely free and 
open to anyone. This wlll be an exploration 
of both scripted work and improvisations. 
Those Involved will be asked to draw on 
their own experiences. This should make It 
more palatable to beginners as It is easier to 
relate to real people and scenes. 
Documentary books of reel events aoch as 
Studs Terkets' Working or /Hpreaion will 
elao be an Integral part of the workshop. 
Some eort of cumulative production Ia 
planned. The key word that describes both 
Caroline Dodge and her workJhop Ia ex-
periment. 
SAB MUSTERS 
by Devid Thompson 
The Student Activities ooard met on 
Tuesday the fifteenth of September for the 
fi~ time of this school year. One topic 
discussed at this meeting was the fate of 
the Peddler, the WPI yearbook. Due to 
spending last year, this year's Peddler Is 
$2000 in debt. The Social Committee has 
put up $8,600, and $6000 has been given by 
the SAB. Due to last year's debt, however, 
this money wlll not cover the cost of a high 
Quality yearbook. 
As a result, the 19n Peddler may be 
black and white with a soft cover. In order 
to generate funds to meet the debt and 
pOSSibly make a high quality yearbook, the 
SAB has proposed tnat advance ordeq be 
taken from students, wlch a charge of 
about two dollars each. Newell Stamm, 
who says he did not leam of the exact 
figure until Thursday night, was hesitant to 
ask students to pay and has not made a 
final decision yet. He did say, however, that 
he would have to take advance orders only, 
because he could not run the risk of selling 
fewer books than he prints. There has been 
an Instance of about 600 elCtra Peddlers 
being printed, and that can't be afforded 
this year. 
Bernard Brown, Associate Dean of 
Student Affairs, mentioned two pouible 
sources of revenue for the Peddler. If it is 
approved by the student body, an increase 
in the social fee could make up the money 
needed. The social fee already pays for 
some of the yearbooks annual expenses. 
An Informal student opinion poll, held in 
the wedge this spring, indicated student 
support of this measure. However, no exact 
data is available, and the result of that poll 
are not necessarily indicative of any 
majority opinion. The only other way funds 
could be secured Ia If the Social Committee 
reallocates their budget and increaaea the 
Peddler's allotment, b\lt this does not seem 
likely at this point. 
The SAB reserve budget and its usage 
were also discuased at this meeting. After 
clearing all accounts as of June 7 this year, 
the SAB was left with $7000. This Ia un-
spent money from latt year's budgets. 
Plans are being made to spend this money 
on two new vehicles. The preeent SAB 
vehicle, a Chevy Suburban van, has 
provided service to nearly every club and 
activity on campus, as well as the social 
committee. This summer, the van was used 
by students and an accident occurred, 
causing $1700 damage. Insurance paid for 
the repairs. 
Since many clubs require only trans-
portation for a few paaengen, and 
summer use is also of this nature, a second 
proposal has been made. If the SAB and 
Social Committee pass this measure, a van 
and a car will be purchased, with costs split 
evenly between the two organization': This 
would provide Newspesk, Lens and Ltghts, 
the crew and a few other clubs with the 
heavy duty vehicle they need, while saving 
on gas costs and unnecessary use of the 
van with the car. 
Before any action is taken. Rory 
O'Connor and Carl Gerstle and Gary Doyle 
will research cost and other factors In this 
proposal. They will report their findings to 
the next SAB meeting in two weeks. 
Page 2 NEWSPEAK 
Editorial: 
Try, try again 
A revised Social Committee amendment has been presented to the 
student body for consideration. This ve(sion differs somewhat from the 
previous version in one major aspect, in that it submits the choice of 
Social Chairman to a vote of the stude11.t body at large. Altho.ugb the 
provision for Executive ~ouncil intervention in the elective process is 
still included in this version, it is only to judge whether the candidate is 
aualified in terms of the amendment. In addition, the provision for 
executive council control of non-concert expenditures over $500 
remains in the new version. 
In the past Newspeak. has opposed the passage of the Socfal 
Committee amendment because it lacked sufficient provision for 
student input and denied the student body_at large an electorate voice 
1n the decision. We have also opposed it because of the provision 
removing some financial control from the Social Committee which we 
believe to be improper. ' 
It seerl)s apparent, however _that the provision for student elec-
tions has been .made, even though the provision for financial control 
remains. On this account .. we tend to favor the amendme11t pertaining 
to Norninatiqns and Elections. It V'.!ill enable those whose qualifications 
are not satisfactory, while malntaininq the students' rights to choose. 
We oppose the amendment pertaining to the non-concert ex-
penditure limit. We feel that this places tl)e control of funds 1n the hands 
of persons oth_er thatn those to whom it should belong, and is an un-
justified additional piece of r~d tape and interference. Since the 
students place the power of decision in the Social Committee chai-rman 
by their vote, the power given by the peopl~ should remain there. 
We urge you to support the nomination and election·amendment 
and urge you to defeat the amendment pertaining to financial control~ 
Rory J. O'Connor 
The notice • • • 
LI:GAL NOTICE 
Notice is hereby qiven of the annual meeting of the members of 
Goat' s Head Club, Inc. to be held in the Commons area of the Pub on 
September 27, 1977 !Tuesday) at 12:00 (noon). Les;~al membership of 
this c.:>rporation shall con§ist of all students, faculty and staff of 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute who are eighteen (18) years of age or 
over 
The nominatinJ:t committee' s report is submitted herewith. Unless 
notice in writing is received by _Clerk-Secretary Ms. Judith Scherben, 
WPI Box 1206 prior to the meeting, absence from said meeting will be 
deemed approval of the slate of officers submitted by the nominating 
committee by each member. Nominations may be made from the floor 
in addition to those submitted by the nomi-nating committee provided 
that for nominations from the floor to be valid a notice signed by not 
less than seven (7) members givins;~ the name of such nominees be first 
filed with the Clerk-Secretary (Ms. Judith Scherben, WPI Box 1206) not 
later than one ( 1) day prior to the date of the annual meetfng. 
Signed: Judith Scherben, Clerk-secty. 
H. C. Thompson, Pres.-Chmn. 
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HE.A R '/OU1Rc LOD~I NE> FO~ A tJclV 
?~€S\OENT? •.. .. 
and the story 
T_here's something rotten in Riley, and the stench reminds me of 
the distinctive odor of a smoke-filled roor:n. 
The Goat's Head Club, Inc., has issued notice of their annual 
meeting of_all mempers of the corporation. What they have nQt issued, 
however, is a I}Otice that, un!ess somebody does something, next 
Tuesday's meeting will be their last . 
After many meetings between board members and school of-
ficials this summer, WPI administration officers have decided that the 
Goat's Head Pub should no longer operate as a separate corporation, 
but should instead come under the wing of the qollege corporation. 
What this means is that after next Tuesday's meeting, there WON'T be 
any Goat's Head Club, Inc. 
Please take note of the fact that any one of you out there who art 
18 or older, 3.fld are connected in some way with WPI, are members of 
the corporation. 
Here's the crux of the matter: a corporation, of which you are a 
~ember has dec.ided to dissolve itself at its an_nual meeting, but has not 
tnformed you of the impendinQ action. Putting aside the question of the 
corporation's value for a moment, it seems to me that !he vali~itv of the 
above legal noti_ce is rather shakey at best. Morally, it certainly seems 
that we have ~ right to know about the dissolving of the Pub cor-
poration, considering that we all frequent the place at one time or 
another during the course Qf _the year. 
Get tins:~ back to the validity of the move, it seems that what_~ 
have here is another example of peopl~ getting hassled out of a position 
because others wouldn't take the time to help out. 1 was told by 
Assistant Dean of Student _Affai~s Brown that the decis-i~n to dissolve 
came after several _meetings between available members of the Pub 
Board and the President this summer. The meetings focused on recenl 
troubles with the past P4b man~ger. E~idently ... the school feels that, • 
Ions;~ as !he WPI name is being associated with the Pub, they should 
have a right to s;~overn who works there. Of course, 'under the current 
set up, the Corporation hires and fires Pub workers. The members of the 
Boa.rd felt that they weren't well e~ou~h ~quipped to handle the 
busmess and les;~al hassles that went with runnins;~ the Pub. 
Therefore, they have pecided to capitu_late. WPI will run the shOW 
now, and the above mentioned slate of officers for the coming year will 
b_ecome the Pup Advisory Board, with De~n Brown serving as school 
liaison. They will not have, as I understand it, any pow~.r other than the 
word advisory would seem t9 imply. 
U nauestionabl'{, something had to be done, but the thinQ that 
bothers me is that, in the past, the sch_ool hasn't shown a great deal of 
expertise when it comes to the Pub, either. You will no doubt recall the 
infamOU!\ Pub Rent controversy, when John Curtis, ManaQer _of 
Auxilliary Operations, slapped a rent on. the Riley Basement room that 
houses the Pub. There still isn't a new Pub Stereo, even though I'm led 
to believe that the money was appropriated, and a system picked. 
( Hmm ... now that they want to run the place, does that mean the school 
will pay for it??) Will the school be able to dictate the types of acts that 
C8J'l be booked? Do they have the riqht to exclude whomever they wish? 
I don't know the answers to these questions, and, in all probabilitY, 
neither do you, which is why we should all be in attendance next 
Tuesday, Sept. 27, at noon in the Pub, to get the facts. 
Tom Daniels 
~· s:gwnber 20, 1977 , 
Report backs 
Civic Center 
by David Thompson 
~er's propoted Civic Center has 
,;;td a favorable report by a nationally 
~t figure in feasibility studlea. 
ilaDfdlng to this study, the Civic Canter 
f111J net a first year profit of $90,000, 
the repayment of $668,000 to the 
Worcester. This would cover 
and interest on the 7.9 million 
obligation bond that the city would 
to invest. According to James D. 
a lawyer involved with the Civic 
nrm)Ofi.I~L the feasibility study was a 
report with encouraging ,.., 
Ill study was made by Don Jewell, the 
Jllldlnt of Event and Facility Consultants, 
._This company specializes in studying 
.,tJtv facilities, and Don Jewell haa 
,. over 30 such studies of audience 
facilities throughout North 
and Mexico. 
1he main purpose of the Civic Center," 
.Mr. O'Brien, "Is not to prove that it can 
.,. successfully, or to bring in cultural 
....... bot to broaden Worcester's tax 
p-Ed: 
1111."' In the past several years, Wor-
•• population has dropped from 
• 200,000 to 170,000. The cost of 
IRdpel operations has lncr88S8d during 
•period. causing a greater tax burden to 
~ on the citJzens of Worcester. It is 
:.at fllr of increasing taxes that has kept 
people from moving into Worcester, 
is at a standstill. As a result, 
a1-.11ter must loolt to attracting business 
• nanlet to raise tax revenue. 
hotel Is in the Civic Center plans 
and it is expected to bring in about 
In the first year. Proponents of the 
feel that other hotels, restaurants, 
lhopping centers will follow the Civic 
1IMer into Worcester, and help to pull the 
tr out of 1ts present decline. 
The first propasal was defeated this 
.r.g 1n a referendum, but it has been 
llllught up for a second consideration. Mr. 
.....,, report may be an important factor 
teYersing the eaflier decision. 
dent Gov. 
The Student Government meeting of 
-lmhAr 13, 19n was called to order by 
Tom Panek at 4:00 p.m. in the 
Affairs Office. The roll was taken. 
lhnutes were read and accepted. 
Old Bu!liM$8 
Tom Panek presented en amendment to 
Constitution dealing with the Social 
A motion wH made end 
that the amendment be put to a 
d the Student Body. It peaaed. The 
wll be on Thursday, September 29, 
next meeting of the Student 
-nment will be Tuesday, September 
p.m. 
in the Student Affairs Office at 
Respectfully submitted: 
Paul S. Wrabel 
Secretary 
COl lUTER 
IEETII& 
Wednesday, 
September 21 
12:00 p.m. 
IN THE WEDGE 
NEWSPEAK 
.-
Tidal powerl 
by Msrk Kelssy total energy available. This high figure of 
Another fairly promising source of power utilization was made possible by the 
energy is that of tidal power. A number of use of turbines with an advanced design. 
estimates have been made of the total tidal These are horizontal, axial-flow turbines 
power on earth using astronomical data, with adjustable blades which permit the 
various other methods, and the following plant to operate during both filling and 
formula: the maximum possible average empt~ing of the basin as well . as for 
tidal power equals maximum tidal energy pumpmg. Another area that m1ght be 
per unit time which equals the density of devel~~ Is around the Bay of Fundy. 
sea water times the acceleration of gravity Spectflcally, the Passamaquoddy Bay on 
time the tidal range squared time the the U.S.-Canadian border. Thia area has a 
surface ~f the basin over time. Using this maximum patential average pawer of 1~ 
" time" as the synodical lunar day which is megawatts. A number of plans and studtes 
4.46 x 10 4 seconds astronomers Munk and have been drawn up, but no action has 
MacDonald estimated that the rate of tidal been taken to auttlorize construction of a 
dissipation of energy on earth is ap- power plant there. Other possibilities in· 
proximately 3 x 1012 watts. however, elude the deep waters and bays off the 
because a new method to estimate the Alaskan Coast The capacity that could be 
dissipation energy of tidal dissipation installed has been estimated at 300 to 1000 
energy of tides in shallow seas was MW • 
developed by G. 1. Taylor in 1919, Munk Th?refor.e, I must conclude that. where 
and MacDonald had to revise their eatimate pract•cal, t1dal power should be developed 
to an average rate of onlv 1012 watts for use in electricity. Although tidal power 
· available amounts to a mere one !fer cent of 
Well, what do all these calculations and the world's water power, it can be used to 
estimates amount to7 They give the wortd'a help certain communities to lessen their 
potential tidal power only a mere one per dependence on other areas for energy. 
cent of its patential water power. However, Sources: 
tidal pawer has many advantages. Firat, it il Energy R £t D •nd N•tionel Progreu, 
capable of being developed In very large prepared for the Interdepartmental Euergy 
units at favorable localitiee. One eumple, il Study by the Energy Study Group under Ali 
the world's first major tidal-electric power Bulent Cambel, p. 333. 
plant at the LaRance .ruary In France. Pers~ctives on Energy, ed; Lon C. 
This power plant il capabte of an annual Rvedisilt, Morri• W. R~ugh. [Oxford 
production of energy of 644 x 101 klllowatt- Umwrsity Press: NtiW York, 1975; pp. 359-
hours which amount to 18 per cent of the 363. 
Petitions 
Petftlons will be accepted for. In-
dependent Rep. IStucUnt Government). 
Oulllifations: 
A candidate must be: 
1. A fuU·time undergraduate 
2. A non·fratemity member 
Nomin~~tions: 
1. The petition shall state, ''We, the 
undersigned, nominata I Name) for the 
office of Independent Representative." 
2. All signatures shall be numb.":red and 
legible. 
Page 3 
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J.P. election 
We would like to introduce ourselves to 
you and explain our reasons for running for 
co-chairpersons of the Clasa of 79 Junior 
Prom Committee. 
The purpose of chairpersons is to reflect 
a majoritY of opinion and co-ordinate the 
activities concerning those opinions. The 
result of these efforts will be an enjoyable 
weekend for all. We hope and expect a 
large majority of the class to become in-
volved. Only with a large respanse can this 
goal become a reality. 
Elections are Wednesday - PLEASE 
VOTEI 
Scott M Booth & 
Mary E. Farren 
Carpooling 
Energy, ecology, inflation and urban 
transpartation. Did you know there's an 
answer to all these problems? It's so simple. 
It's been right here all along, only nobody 
realized it. It's the automobile. That's right. 
The car is the answer to a lot of problems 
- if we use it right. And one of its more 
practical uses for the WPI community is 
carpooling. In the coming weeks, an lOP 
team investigating the feasibility of a 
carpooling program for WPI, will be asking 
for support In an effort to make carpooling 
a reality at WPI. 
Think about it for a minute: according to 
the Department of l rentpOrtatlon, using 
the car right means using It for more than 
one per&On. The average occupancy in the 
50 million cars uaed for daily commuting is 
1.4 persons. Raise that to just 2 persona 
and you save 500,000 banels of gasoline a 
day. It would reduce traffic by eliminating 
15 million cars from the highways dally. 
And if traffic Is reduced, automobile 
emission pollution is reduced as well. So 
ride sharing can significantly reduce gas 
consumption, POllution, traffiC, and even 
put money into your pocket. It can do all 
thatl The question Is - why aren't we at 
WPI doing it Instead of talking about it7 
If vou are interested In carpooling and 
want more information, please write to Box 
1326. Watch for further information on 
"CARPOOLING FOR WPI." 
CARPOOLING -
IT'S WORTH A THOUGHT 
3. Only eligible inde~ndent voters may 
sign a candldate's petition, and may algn 
only one (1) petition for Jlny given office. 
4. Deadline for petitions is ·4:00 p.m., 
Sept 30. 
6. Submit petitions to Tom Panek, 
Student Body President (Riley 309). Don't 
rn~~il petitions. 
Attention Members of the Class of '79 
6. Elections will be held in Daniela Hall on 
Thursday, October 6, 10 a.m .• 4 p.m. 
AMENDMENTS ARE 
ON PAGE SIX 
Elections for Junior Prom Chairmen, Co-
Chairmen will be held on Wednesday, September 21, 
1977 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Daniels Lobby. Recognize 
the importance of this election and have a voice in the 
decisions. Vote for the candidate of your choice. 
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Pime/1/ab 
by Joan M. Martm of available modules is at rhe end of this 
PIMEll, the Project Instrumentation and article) . The modul~:~s range from measuring 
Measurement Experimental learning temperature to Analog Computer 
laboratory, is a laboratory on campus, simulation. tho equipment from ther-
cstablished especially to provide support mometers to potentiometers. Perhaps the 
material both equipment and knowledge most important part of the PIMELl 
for projects. Program is the written modules them-
The lab. in Higgins 114, will be three selves. They provide, in a digested form, 
years old in January. It started with a fresh- the basic instructions for using all the 
man working on a Preliminary Qualifying different instruments, with references to 
Project, was sent by his professor to books and manuals. many of which are 
Kenneth E. Scott, a professor of actually stored in the lab. • 
Mechanical Engineering and the director of The first few years of the PIMELL 
the TV studio here at WPI. The student Program, supported by grants from the 
w<Jnted to measure the temperature inside Westinghouse Education Foundation and 
a piece of overheating audio equipment. the Crompton & Knowles Foundation, have 
Scott suggested using a thermocouple, been spent mostly in building up the 
then spent a good deal of time gathering software, the written modules and the 
the wire, the tools, the measuring devices supporting reference works. Scott plans on 
- from all over the school - and then adding more equipment as demand for it 
show1ng the student how to make and use increases. 
a thermocouple. Later, other students were So far though, demand has not been a 
sent to him, and again and again he ran into problem. Scott denotes a great lack of 
the trouble of not having the equipment awareness of the PIMEll Program on the 
readily available. part of the student body, and the decline In 
These difficulties, time spent showing projects involving for the little use the 
each student each step and finding the PIMEll lab has seen. 
instruments, led Scott to start the lab: "I The PIMElL Program it another valuable 
felt that there was a need to have a place asset here at WPI. It is a place where 
on campus where a student can learn to students can learn important skills and 
make thermocouples, measure humidity, techniques, that they can use throughout 
use an oscilloscope, etc. Where it's self· their lives. Even if they lack the time to 
paced, just pick up a unit and do it." perform the labs, the Modules can be 
The lab itself is small, but well packed picked up and used later as reference 
with various kinds of measuring devices source material. (If you are intereeted in the 
and equipment, all grouped together under PIMELL Program, contact the secretary in 
specific LEARNING LAB MODULES. (A list the TV studio, Higgins Basements). 
Module 
DelignetJOn 
AC 
c 
D 
DC 
EA 
F 
FTP 
H 
l 
ll 
MW 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
RP 
sc 
SG 
Sl 
ST 
T 
TR 
w 
PIMELL 
hamlng Lab Modu~s 
Module Sub/ecr 
A~log Computer Slmuletion 
MNMirement of CttPKltancl 
Measurement of Oenlhv 
DIGital Computer Program• 
Error Analvele and OtUI Evaluation 
M-rement of Flow 
M-rement of For", TOfQut end Po-
M-rarnent of Humidity 
M-rement of lndu~nce 
M-rement of liQuid Lev.! 
Meeeurement of M- end Weight 
Introduction to UM of Oac:llloKope 
Meaurement of Pr ... ure 
Preparlno Slonlfleent Qut~tionnelru 
MtMUrement of RIMtan" 
Repon Writing 
UN of Streeecoat 
u .. of Strain Gaou 
Introduction to the lnttrnetiontl lSI) 
Svstem of Unite 
Soldering Tac:hn1Qu11 
Meeeurement of Temperature 
Menurement of Time end Rete 
Meaaurement of Frequency 
Module LOCIItlon 
Hl·114 
OH-117, !il·114 
HL·114 
HL·114 
OH·117, Hl-114 
Hl-114 
Hl-114 
HL-114 
OH·117, HL-114 
Hl-114 
HL-1 14 
OH·117 
HL-114 
HL-114 
OH·117 
OH·117, HL·114 
HL· I14 
HL-114 
Ht;.114 
OH 117 
HL·1 14 
HL·114 
OH·117 
Free messages 
At the first meeting of the WPI Wireless 
Association last Tuesday, it was an-
nounced that that the club would sponsor 8 
free message service for all WPI students. 
Amateur radio operators have for over 50 
years provided a service where anyone can 
send a telegram type message to anyone 
else in the United States and 10me foreign 
countries free of charge. This is made 
possible by an efficient relay system which 
has developed over the years in which 
stations in various size geographical areas 
meet al a specific time each day to ex-
change messages. Through this system, 
known as the National Traffic system, your 
message can be delivered anywhere in the 
country in a day or two. 
To send a message via amateur radio, 
drop off your message to WPI Box 1412 or 
call Nels Anderson or John Zelz at 7fi7· 
930Et Messages should be limited to 25 
words and must include 8 full street ad-
dress or town name and phone number. 
Please include your address In case of any 
problems. 
In other club action, the following were 
elected officers for the upcoming year: Nels 
And~rson, president; John Zelz, vice 
president; Jeff Smits, secretary-treasurer: 
and Jim ldelaon, station engineer. It wa~ 
also learned over the summer that the club 
won the sectloh In the American Radio 
Relay league sponsored 10 Meter Contest 
last December. This is our first contest 
vict?ry in several years due to continuing 
equ1pment problems which have still not 
been solved. 
The club is always looking for new 
members whether licensed or not. Help is 
also available for anyone wishing to get 
the1r license. For Information, contact the 
club via Box 1412. 
Nels Anderson 
Todays Barbering & Hairstyling 
HAIR TODAY 
799-6100 
MARY 
CHARLES 
CENTRAL BUILDING 
332 Main St. Rm. 201 
WORCESTER, MA. 01608 
Mon .-Fri. 8-5 
Wed . & Sat. 8-1 
by appointment or walk-in 
Lesrning Lsb Module AC, Anslog Computer Simulation. 
PIRG vS. Ma Bell 
Mass PIRG students are spearheading a 
signature-gathering drive this fall to put the 
idea of a Telephone Consumer's Action 
Group (TElCAGl on the ballot next year. 
TELCAG would fight for telephone corl-' 
sumers' rights by opposing rate hikes, 
handling complaints, challenging abulive 
or discriminatory billing practices and ad-
vocating better set'Vic• It would be an 
independent, non-profit consumer ad· 
vocacy group funded by voluntary con-
' tributions from conaumera, directed 
through the binlng system of the telephone 
company. 
Since Maae PIRG's Inception, complel"'-
about telephone service have topped the 
list of COiliUmer probiel•• which atudenU 
have brought to the an.~tion of Mesa 
PIRG's staff. After several informal 
inquiries failed to get ,...Its, Mea PIRG's 
Boa;d of Directors announced their 
decision to fight for a TELCAG. Anne 
McSweeney, Chai~ of Ma. PIRG 
stated, "We want to give consum4n the 
right to use the moat convenient method 
for gathering their fore• on telephone rate 
hikes and service practice laoea. We are 
very concerned about NET's anti-consumer 
practices which most directly impact 
students." Specifically, Mass PIRG Is 
concerned with a variety of security deposit 
questions, as well as the fact that by falling 
to disclose to students the many rights 
which they have, and by failing to provide 
options that respond to student needs, the 
telephone company is working against the 
interests of the student consumer. 
According to WPI student Chris leach, 
could in one way provide for student needs 
by offering a nine month 881'Vice plan. "as it 
is now, if a student wants a phone inatelled 
for use durins~ the school year, he-she must 
pay a $32.50 installation charge. n., It 
the end of the school year, the studiM.,. 
have the phone temoved (at no~~~~~~ 
then pay another $32.!50 at the beQII1 .. of 
the next year. There's no way out GilL 1111 
Phone Company has got ..- ..._ 
coming and going." Ma Bell Ia allo rilllllnl 
students off by: 1 I requlrlnt 1n 
unreasonable and often prol'llbllMir-
deposit; 2) placing the ltUdeftt in 1hl._. 
credit rating, and requiring _... 1111 
payments than other consumers r1111o11e 
of hr. bill paying regularity; and a .... 
the student a monthly .-viet ...... 
which In aft probeblllty elCCMda the-of 
the phone companiel COM of ~-... ... 
service plus their allowllble profit ..... 
TElCAG could succeed In ...,..... 
some of the company'• abu .. of ..... 
and other residential customers. The ... 
stockpiled through smaU coetbll._ 
from telephone customers, made WI M 
monthly bills, would be used to 11ft-... 
and researchers to support the ..-
position in the courts, the llg..._ Jllll 
before Massachusetts regulatory ....-
To do this students across the ... wl 
need to gather 57,000 qualified _.... 
by December. When this happen~, .. 
legislature must take ,up the propolll net 
spring. If the legislature fails to ect If· 
firmatively, 10,000 more signatures would 
be required to put the measure on the biiDI 
in November, 1978. 
Academic credit it often avelllbll far 
students working on Mass PIRG .,-. 
limited work study posltlons ... .. 
available. 
Those interested In more delllll. 01 
wishing to help in the petition aM. 
research end atrMegy planning .. Ill' 
couraaed to call • PtRG office lrm,....,. 
WPI RELAXATION AND MEDITATION CLUB. 
WPI relaxation and meditation club will resume its activities 
this academic year. The first meetings are scheduled for 
Sept. 29, and Oct. 6, 13, 20. All meetings will be held at 
the Gordon Library Seminar room at WPI and 
will start at 7:30 p.m. 
1977 NEWSPEAK 
ARCHITECTURE and ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
would you Ilk• to panlolpata In • volunteer ••Perimental trelnlno proorem to leern to 
lntl)lot and evaluate altea for aolar hot we tar lneullatfona? 
The progrem will be oarTied out over ona or two wHkanda In the fall by the M .. uchu-
lltul Solar Action Office. It lnvolvM • wortlahap on alte lnapaatlon methode, and ectual 
Pte lntpectfon and evaluation for homaownere dMirfne aolar hot water avatama. 
You will ba required to brine your own comp .... but other progrtlm material will be 
, 11 pplled by the Solar Action Office. For more lnformetlon about thla pro a rem. pia ... leave 
your n•m• and WPI Bo• number with: 
Prof11aor Jim Oematrv or Mr. Oannlallpka, IQP Center, Wllhburn JOO. 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS. M .. uchulltu Solar Action Offlca, 
.. lcllall S . Oukaklt, Oovamor. 
TheTI-57. 
Its self-teaching 
system gets you 
programming 
fast. 
Tl Programmable 57. The powerful 
superslide rule calculator you can program 
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easy-
to-follow, self-teaching learning guide- over 
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and ex-
amples. Quickly learn the value of making re-
petitive calculations at the touch of a key. 
Recall entire instruction sequences. Display 
intermediate results at any point in a calcula-
tion. Eight multi-use memories provide ad-
dressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory 
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps) . Editing too 
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at 
any point In a program. Also a powerful $7995* 
slide rule calculator with logs. trig func-
tions and advanced statistics routines. 
The Tl-58 and Tl-59 combine three major Inno-
vations to bring the power of programming to 
you-even If you've never programmed before: 
1. Extraordinarily powerful-at remarkable low prices. 
2. Revolutionary plug-in modules put complex formulas to work 
at the touch of a key. 
3. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of 
programming through advanced programmings-language you 
can understand. 
Tl Programmable 58. Up to 480 program 
steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library 
module contains 25 prewrltten programs in 
math. engineering, statistics and finance. Also 
increases number of steps-up to 5000. Library 
programs may also be addressed from the key-
board or ln$8rted as subroutines. Can also be 
used with Tl's new 
PC-100A printer/plot-
J ter. It lets you plot. $12495* 
print headlrigs and prompt-messages. 
Tl Programmable 59. More powerful than the n-se. Up to 
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store 
up to 960 steps. And. record and pro- * 
teet custom programs. Also 10 user $299 9S 
flags. 6 levels of subroutines. 4 types 
of branches. 
Optional Libraries. Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real 
Estate/ Finance, Aviation. Marine Navigation. $3s.oo· each. 
There wi II be two open meetings for a II seniors and 
graduate students on Thursday, November 3, 1977 to 
introduce you to the genera I procedures that must be 
followed in order to register with the office of Graduate 
& Career Plans for the 1977-78 recruiting season. They 
will be held at Atwater Kent- Room 117 at 11:00 a.m. 
and again at 6:30p.m. We are having two meetings so 
that students will have the opportunity of attending one 
or the other in case of conf schedules. 
The Tl 58 and 59. 
Both use 
revolutionary 
plug-in 
Solid State 
Software"' 
libraries. 
FREE. 
When you buy a TI Programmable 58 
or 59 you can get this 19-prognun 
Leisure Library. 
A SJS.()() value if you act now. 
Footbetl Predictor. Forecast score, potnt spread Bowtlnt 
Scontceeper. Track 90 bowlers. GoH Handle....,. Up-
date handicap from latest round'e score. Bridge. Computes 
points from lricks made and bid U.S. CMII ~atJon 
Aantdnge. WinS, IOI$81, draws CDdlbl .. lllf. 3 .02-4 poSSI• 
ble codes make th1s a umque challenge Black Jack. Acer 
Ducer. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing. Jive 
Turtl8J. Guess myslery number - tells you 1f you' re high 
or tow-but Is It jiving you? Nlm. Play the machine. each 
tim~ bener. Sea Batde. 15 missiles to sink sub 
Qv 11. Call plays PfM*t 1. Compensate tor change 
1n photo enlargement magniftcahon. Photo II: Flt-ln-ftaetl. 
Computes correct lent f·stop In ttrong ambient light UM 
It with s PC·100A and have ewn mora fun ~Art. 
...,....an. Put In a word, MCond player gueues or hangs. 
llhMo PM. Write, enter messag ... Print and record them 
on 59's meg card. UN the card to replay the message 
lb'ythM. Plott all three cycles. 
Ltlture Llbrary~:amea 
••'" ·I' lug· in module 
Llbnlry m.fHIIII Quick 
rateram;e guide Lebert 
~rd1 Llbnlrywallel 
r'""' .... -... ~~ :-Odlllllf ~.;-...,:- - ------, 
I •• ,.. • · Fll out thiS coupon Retum It to Tl wilt! your serialized Customer lnfonnatlon Clrd (packed 111 lhe bOX) 
I ai0114J With I copy Of I dJtecl proof Of purchase showing ttte serial number .......... Your envelope must be postmvtled no tater tnan October 31. tsn . 
I Lat.tt Ltwlry '""' 1 P 0 Box 53. lubboCk. Texas 79408 
Name .... ------------~--------------
A~~U -----------------------------------------
c~ -------------------------------
State ________ _ 
_________ ZIP----------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T1 S8 or 59 Serl31 Number - (from beck of calcul,tot) 
r-.u tnsl!Umenb reaems lhe ng~t to sutmltute 1011vfart lib!lriOS ot equal value based on lvtiiiWIIY I 
PIIHI allow 30 clay1 1of dt~Nt!Y Olfet vOtii • IIIR pro/libd.ld ~ II• Good In tonl.nenlll U S only _j L--------------
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Proposed Amendments 
Tho followmg amendment replaces 
Article VII, Secttons 1. 2 and 3 of the 
Student Government Constitution 
onginaltv passed on 9-24·74 
Arttcle VIII - The Social Comminee 
Section 1: Membership 
A. This committee shall consist of a 
Chairman-Co-Chairman, the Junior Prom 
Comm1nee Chairman-Co·Chairman and 
the Chairmen of the following commtttees: 
Fine Arts Committee, Film Committee, Pub 
Entertainment Committee, and Coffee 
House Committee. 
Section II: Qualifications 
A. The Chairman- Co-Chairman shall be 
a fuiHtme sophomore or junior at the time 
of his- her appointment and in academic 
residence three out of four terms of his-
her term of office lexcludinQ term E). 
Sect1on Ill: Mttthod of Nomination and 
Election 
A. Two weeks after the beginning of 
Term B, any qualified sophomore or junior 
who wishes to be considered as a can-
didate for the office of Social Chairman -
Co-Chairman shall submit to the Executive 
Council of the Student Government a 
petition signed by at least 50 full-time WPI 
undergraduate students. 
B. All candidates must have served 
actively at least one full year on the Social 
Sept••••r 21·31, 1111 
BIOETHICS 
WEEK 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1971 
3: 30, IQP Conference Room 
AN INTRODUCTION TO 
BIOETHICS: PERSPECTIVES 
FROM THE SCIENCES AND 
PHILOSOPHY 
Dr. Betty B. Hoskins, Associate 
Professor of Life Sciences 
Dr. Thomas A. Shannon, Associate 
Professor of Social Ethics 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1977 
4: 00, Klnnlcutt Hall 
THE PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
SCIENTIST 
Or. Key Dismukes of the 
Neurosciences Research 
Program, M.I.T. 
This talk will focus on various 
aspects of problems that the 
scientist faces and will ex.amlne a 
variety of ethical problems that the 
scientist must confront as a 
professloMI. Dr. Dls....US will 
oft.r some suggestions on bow some 
of theM problems might be resolved. 
7:30, Gordon Library Semtnar Room 
Panel discussion and seminar on Dr. 
Dismukes' presentation, with 
responses by 
Dr. Betty B. Hoskins, Life Sciences 
Or. Romeo Moruzzl , Elect rical 
Engineering 
Dr. Ray E . Bolz, Dean of Faculty 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29,1977 
4:00, Salisbury Labs 104 
Informal discussion with Dr. Arthur 
Caplan on phllosophlca' aspects of 
evolution . 
7:30, Klnn1cutt Hall 
SOCIOBIOLOGY: ETHICAL AND 
POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS 
Dr Arthur Caplan of the Institute of 
Society, Ethics, and the Life 
Sciences 
This talk w•ll present an In· 
troductlon to the theory of 
r.octobiology, but Will locus on the 
ethical and political problems that 
MVt been raised by this new theory . 
Comm•tteo, Pub Entertainment Committee, 
or Coffee House Committee. 
C One week follow•ng the rece1pt of 
peutions all candidates must present to the 
Executtve Council a description of his-her 
participatiOn in Social Commtttee activities. 
Specifit: responsibilities and duties should 
be described and at least two Soc1al 
Committee members must speak on his-
her behalf. 
D. Each candidate may also bring two 
students from the student body to speak on 
his- her behalf at this Executive Com· 
mittee meeting. 
E. Immediately aftet' the candidates' 
presentations have been made, the 
eligibility of each candidate will be 
determined by a simple majority vote of the 
executive council. 
F. Following proper notice in Newsp811k, 
a general election will be held of the eligible 
candidates. 
G. No write-in votes will be accepted in 
the general election. 
The following amendment will be added 
to Article VIII, Section 4 of the Student 
Government Constitution pas.d originally 
on 9-24-74. 
H. For all non·concert expenditures or 
major capital purchases that exceed $600, 
the Social Committee Chairman- Co-
Chairman are required to receive aooroval 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1977 
4:00, IQP Center 
Discussion for students on bloethlcs 
and opportunities to learn about 
IQP's In bloethlcs. 
Or. Hoskins and Shannon will be 
present. 
WORCESTER 
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
W~er, ~ss.OI609 
(617) 753·1411 
from the Executive Council of the Student 
Government. 
Article X - lnternnl Residenco Hall 
Comm1ttee 
Section 1: Membsrshtp 
A. The IRHC will have the following 
representation: 
1. The Chairman. elected in May, who 
serves as chairman the following year. 
2. Two elected representatives from 
Riley, Morgan, Daniels, Stoddard. 
3. One representative from Ellsworth 
Apartments and one from the Fuller 
Apartments. 
4 . One representative from groups of 30 
or more students in on·campus houses {i.e. 
Trowbridge, Elbridge). 
5 . One RA, e1ected by all RA'a. 
6. One HRA, elected from HRA'a. 
7. Additional members are determined by 
the needs of the committee. 
B. Each member of the committee must 
be in academic residence fOr three out of 
four terms (excluding E term, and a resident 
of one of the WPI reeldence complexee). 
Section II: Chairm11n 
A . QualifiCations 
1. The chairman will be e4ected In May by 
the previous IRHC. 
2. Chairman must have served at leett 
one year in the IRHC. 
Worcest..-
PolytKMic Institute 
Chemletry Colloquium 
''Homogeneous C.talysts for 
important 
o,g.nic RNctlons involving 
Oxygen" 
Professor Geoffrey Davies 
Department of Chemistry 
Northeutem University 
Goddanl H.tll227 
we«~...-y, Septem1Mtr21 , 1977 
4:00P.M. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Sonte of our cl 
3. Chairman must reside during the time 
of off1ce tn one of the WPI resld8fltill 
complexes. 
B. Respons1bihties 
1. Chairman will be responsible for 
coordinating and organizing electiON for 
IRHC committee members. 
2. Chairman has responsibility for 
coordinating Food Committee electlone 
and chatring meetings. 
3. Chairman of the IRHC, as noted 1n 
Sec. A, 1., b, of the Constitution of the WPJ 
Campus Judicial System, chair the Dor· 
mltory Housing Board and coordinateetht 
election of DHB members. 
Section Ill: Term of Office 
A. Term of office will be one year from 
time of election. 
Section IV: Election Procedure 
A. Election of IRHC members should be 
held by the firat week of October. 
Section V: Powt~rs and Duties 
A . The IRHC shall serve as the offtcill 
forum for residential complexes con~ 
residence policies. 
B. The IRHC, reprnentlng ita con-
stituents, may initiate studies of epedftc 
residence hall problems and may recc~~n­
mend policies to meet thete problema. 
C. The IRHC will recommend lonwy 
policies and assist with the r~ of 
lottery plans. 
Wednesday night is 
PIZZA NIGHT 
in the snack bar. 
Special-7 to 10 p.m. 
Plain 50' 
2 Toppings 75' 
The Woiks $1.00 
aren't classrooms. 
An environment that chal-
lenges your physical and mental 
skills will be your classroom in 
Army ROTC. 
River rafting. Rappellin~. 
Orienteering. Cross oountry ski-
ing: Water SurvivaL Mountain-
eenng. 
You'll find it to be an ex· 
cellent oourse in leadership de-
velopment, as well as adventure 
training_.~ 
Whatever the experience: 
Anny ROTC will teach you to 
think on your feet. To make irn· 
portant decisions quickly. 
Add Army ROTC to your 
ooUege program and you auto-
matically add a new dimension 
of excitement and adventure to 
yow- campus life. 
@An11v ROTC. 
Leam what 1t Lakes to lead. 
Call: 752-7m, Rm. 28, Harrington 
ADS L-400 $469 
Harman/Kardon 330C 
B.I.C. 920 
NEWSPEAK 
ADS L-500 $679 
Harman/Kardon 430 
DUAL 1237 
v 
_ .. -
ADS L-710 $999 
Connoisseur 
Harman/Kardon 730 
- & • 
Three Systems Built 
Around One Idea .. ~ ADS Invisible Sound 
Thrt>r diffnt>nt 'i'\1.\lf'nu, in thrt>t> di!fnnll priu· rrm~es, bwlt ·around thrt't' th/.fnt>nl .\ fJrnkrr.v. lhlllllrt> all tJu' Mmf •.. ADS. 
The Tweeter In These 
Speakers Is the Same. 
A soft-dome tweeter radiates up to nine 
times the power of a more conventional 
cone shaped tweeter. The same 1" soft· 
dOme tweeter Is In all ADS speakers, 
from the least expensive to the top-of· 
the line. The people at ADS believe 
their speakers deserve the very best 
s:omponents they can put In them . No 
matter what the price ot that speaker. 
Tht• ADS L -400.,, 1.-;oos. and J. -710,. 
That Goes For The 
Woofer, Too. · 
This is the standard 7" low-mass 
woofer. It's In all ADS speakers. The 7" 
woofer Is lighter, quicker to respond to 
very low bass notes than the more 
cumbersome 10" WOOfer found In most 
larger speakers. ADS speakers, as a 
result, reprOduce bau notes with more 
clarity than other speakers. 
Good Thing~ 
Small Packages.ca~• 
ThiS Is the Inside of the ADS L-710 
speaker. The L -710consistsof a 1" 
dOme tweeter, 2" soft-dome m_l~~r~~!r/-JJJ~~ 
driver and two 7" woofers. All 
spttakers are designed to operate at...,~._ 
maximum efficlenty •n smaller 
cabinets Just what you'd expect from 
ADS. After all, Analog and Digital 
System Invented the world 's first 
miniature studlo.quallty loudspeaker. 
. . 
/11 NU II of lht•.\P w.\/f'H!.\, thr AD\ \fJPrtkt•n mr mfllf hf•d with lltlmlflll A'ardon rnf'll 't' r .. /Jt•tauw ADS df.\t'Wt>.\ the bP.\l. 
Evaluate and Audition the Vanguard of 
Hi-Fidelity Products at Hearin Things 
LUXMAN T88V & L-85 For the Perfect ionist. Products Currently on Display 
Page 1 
Although Lux products were only 
intrOduced Into the U.S. In 1975. Lux 
has played a leading role In Japan's 
audio tor more than five decades. In 
the palt two yHrs Lux has established 
ARIST8N • • 
Sprak.-rs Electroni< s 
An.\ 1/ARMAN-KAROON 
LUX an enviable reputation as a company 
whose prOducts are of the highest sonic 
order and mechanical Integrity. This Is 
aptly reflected In the r.aav. an ex. 
ceptlonally musical tuner capable of 
transforming FM listening Into a 
highly satisfying experience; end the 
L-15, an Integrated amplifier whose 
performance actually surpasses most 
separates. Its prHmp section ac. 
curately provides gain and 
equalization wh 111 still sport I no 
abundent features The amplifier 
section &osts the preamps's signal 
superbly, contributing a minimum of 
dlstortlol't'. Exceptional current 
stability and substantlel thermal 
protection guarantee excellent per. 
tormance f~r years. 
T -88V $345. L-85V $765. 
:~~~~ A"dlo ~~~loo 
engineered belt driven turntable that utilizes a 24 
pole hysteresis synchronous motor to achieve silent 
operation and speed stability. It Is the only turntable 
made that compares favorably to tt1e legendary 
Linn Sondek LP12 (and at $130.00 Less). Inaudible 
through BI"'Y loudspeakers, the ROLLS neither eon. 
tributes rumble nor wow and flutter to ltla music. 
Importantly, It will not acoustially feedback under 
any circumstances due to an advanced suspension 
system that employs a free floating sub-<:radle with 
tonearm bOard and platter on steel coli springs. The 
ROLLS rests on a teak base and has a hinged, 
plexlglass dust cover. Tonearm choice Is at the dis 
cretlon of the purchaser. I I Is truly a final purchase. 
Rrtail price: $269'1~ less tonearm 
. li>J ' ,..NT l .UXMAN 
.IJ 1 J) [)8 Sl'STf..MS 
RO'i,.. C-M 
CIZEK , ll T>IONICS 
DAIII.Ql '1.\T 
FH/f.J) 
POI.K 
ST.JX 
Cartidgts 
AI\(; 
OUTOFON 
\ONUS 
(~01./J/UN(; 
Record Playing 
Equipment 
A RISTON 
COI\'NOISSEUR 
DUtil. 
RABCO 
l . L' XM AN 
FOUM ULA I 
CH. InO SIGNATURE 
DAHLQUI&T FREE DELIVERY,INSTALLATION,AND INSTR( 1CTIONS-
SERVJCE CENTER ON PRE/'.1/SES 
The Dalqulst DQ 10 Is an exceptionally 
open and spacious sounding speaker 
with superb tmaging . The utilization of 
phased array mounllng of the drivers 
provides that the fundamentals and 
tMtr overtones reach the listener lit 
same ttme. 
$790 pair 
DQ.10 Stlown en Optional Base. 
Hearingthings 
"THE PROFESSIONAL HI-FI PEOPLE" 
319 Main Street. Mechanics Hall 
Worcester. Mass. 01608 -~ 
( 617) 75 7--9658 
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John Hammond Coming 
by Maureen Htggins 
John Hammon once said, "It is easier for 
me to sing than to talk." In that statement 
lies the essence of his being. He Is a blues-
singer; one who accompanies himself on 
the gurtar and harmonica. His style ranges 
from blues inflected spirituals to country 
blues to r and b classics. His earlier 
albumns, including John Hammond, So 
Msny Roads. Country Blues, and Big City 
Blues, reflect the changes that have oc-
curred in the blues scene over the years. He 
had moved to electric guitar and then back 
to the basics again. He continued to play 
and record the blues even when they were 
not of vogue in the late sixties. Everyone 
knows the blues are not passive and serve 
as an outlet for those who feel trod upon 
(which is why they came to be over a 
century ago.) Hammond sings the blues 
because he is the blues. "When I sing, I can 
Tech Music 
by Maureen Higgins 
Have you ever wondered about all the 
blues and jau bookings by the Social 
Committee in Term A? It almost goes 
without saying that jau, blues, and smaller 
shows are easier and less costly to put on. 
The cost of having a large concert in 
Harrington is roughly frve times that of an 
Alden show. Plus, double shows can be 
booked in Alden, while Harrington is a one 
shot deal. It must also be kept in mind that 
this is a college campus, and most students 
do not have unlimited spending money. If 
the tickets aren't cheap, students won't 
buy them. But. If they haven't heard the 
group, they probably won't go. What we 
have here is a real dilemma. 
stand aside. I can feel good, I can reach 
people somatrmes, I can put so much of me 
into it, and at the same tlme be made 
stronger by it." 
Hammond's influences include such 
classics as Larry Williams, Robert Johnson, 
Elvis Presley, Muddy Waters, Lighting 
Hopkins, and Big Joe Williams. It is not 
surprising then. whose songs he chooses to 
record; the likes of Chuck Berry, Muddy 
Waters, John Lee Hooker, Willie Dixon, 
Elmore James. Jimmy Reed. McKinley 
Morganfield. not to mention his original 
material. Hammond has played or recorded 
with Charlie Musselwhite, Jimmy Lewis, 
Michael Bloomfield, and Bob Donaldson. 
His latest albumn, Solo, is available on the 
Vanguard label. On Thursday, September 
22nd, John Hammond will be in Alden Hall 
cooking up a storm. Hope to see you there. 
Peter Kant, head of the Social Com-
mittee, gave two reasons for having smaller 
shows in such places as the Wedge, pub, 
and Alden. One is for variety, hls aim Is to 
get as many different kinds of music and 
performers as possible. Musically, WPI is 
very narrow-minded. Two, with no 
organized committee, it is easier to do 
these smaller shows which provide tor 
more hands on experience for newcomers. 
To do big shows more money is needed, 
but where will it come from - higher ticket 
prices, raiaed social fee, fund ralsera ... So, if 
you the student wants to have some input 
as to what music you'll be exposed to, you 
must be willing to put out some com-
bination of time, effort, and thought. Please 
try. 
HOUSE FOR SALE OR LEASE 
Excellent for fraternity or sorority, student or faculty. 
Walking distance WPI, business zoned. Inquiries: 
NEWSPEAK, if can't reply c-o NEWSPEAK then: Box 1588, 
WPI. 
You'll "NOTIS'' The Difference 
AVOID WAITING •••• CALL 752-9248 
PIZZA 
Plain 
Provolone 
Mozzarella 
Pepperoni 
Sausage 
tt.mburg 
Black Olive 
Ham 
1.30 
us 
us 
1.70 
1.7S 
1.70 
1.40 
1.7S 
~lam I 
Chicken 
Mushroom 
Onion 
Green Pepper 
Anchovie 
Tuna 
MNtBall 
1.65 
us 
2.00 
1.40 
l.SO 
1.55 
us 
1.10 
WE MAKE ANY PIZZA COMBINATION ON REQUEST 
-
Try Our SATELLITE PIZZAoutofthlsworlcl 
MUSHROOM 
PEPPERONI 
GREEN PEPPER 
- - -
GRINDERS 
MeatBall 
Sausage 
o.no. Salami 
Coeked Salami 
tum 
Tuna 
Cllldten 
Roast Beef 
ITALtAN MIX MEAT 
AMERICAN COLO CUT 
HOT PASTRAMI 
PASTRAMI ON A BUN 
VEGETARIAN 
1.60 .tO 
us .tO 
1.70 .tO 
uo .as 
1.75 .tO 
us .tO 
us .tO 
1.70 .tO 
1.70 
1.70 
us 
·" 1.35
$2.50 
ITALIAN SANDWICHES 
Cooked Salami 
Genoa Salami 
Ham 
.,.pperonl 
Chicken 
Tvna 
Roast Beef 
MI•Meat 
SPAGHETTI 
Sauce 
Meat Ball 
Sausage 
Mushroom 
1.5S 
1.70 
1.7S 
1.75 
us 
us 
1.70 
1.70 
1.20 
1.55 
us 
1.75 
.------.. lOT IS------, 
I per cent Meat T.x I I 1 21• off oa anr 1 
1. Free deliveries on orders sr.so up. 1 r11111ri·J prioe~ ,.1111' 11 
1. S.rving Worcuter Tech for 15 yrs. 1 • 1 I 
3. Special prices on plua orders of 15 or mor•·l COUPON 1 
4.137 Highland Street. I GOOD UNTIL OCT. 4 I '----------------~ 
Photo by Mark 
Japanese Film Series 
A series of four films on the performing 
arts of Japan will be shown at the Wor-
cester Art Museum on Saturday and 
Sunday, September 24 and 25, at 2:30 p.m. 
The series is offered In conjunction with 
Zengs snd Nanga: Psintlngs by Japanese 
Monks snd Scholars, the only Northeast 
showing of works by 56 Japanese painters 
and calligraphers, which will be on dispfay 
at the Museum September 21 through 
November 13. 
The NO drama and Kabuki theater will be 
the subjects of two of the film selections. 
Like every aspect of Japanese life and 
culture, these theatrical forms reflect the 
pervasive influence of Zen. 
Sound of Silence 
Both the ~ and Kabuki employ an artful 
use of silence and emptiness, as 
manifested by the sparseness of lines and 
simplicity of stage and set. Silences. held 
far beyond the threshold at Which 
Westerners fidget with discomfort, may 
suddenly be broken by the faint swish of a 
costume or the sharp clack of ttlcka. Just 
as emptiness is a positive entity In Zen 
teachings, a stage stillness carriel • 
lmpaot, n not more than a great 
The clasllc No, which originated 
the 14th or 15th century, Ia a blind 
music, and dance. Not unlike lrlll-..11 
Greek drama In its use of males 
chorus, the No repertoire Is alto 
often tragic In tone. The film Wll 
selections from representative p11yt. 
well as behind-the-scene ac:tivitiea. 
The Kabuki is a more spectacullr 
popular theater which originated dun1111Y• 
17th century. Excerpts from actull 
performances wm be shown in the 
which was produced by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Folk Dsncll snd Puppetry 
The program also includes two 
films on Japanese folk dance and 
theater, or Bunraku. Mask, 
battle dances will be featured In the 
and the latter will examine the con.-• 
of puppetry end the actual creation « 
dolls. 
Admission is free for mt~mberl; t1 • 
non·membera, In addition to the M_., 
general admission fee. 
adidas~ 
H 
JOGGING • TEN 
BASKETBALL·CASUALS 
HlliHUID PHIRIICI 
104 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MAll. 
PillE 111_.14 
10% DISCOUIT 
. 
BECOME 
A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALEI 
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest 
High profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. 
For details, contact: 
FAD Components, Inc. 
65 Passaic Ave., P .0. Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 0701' 
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6884 
TilE 
• Air Force ROTC has scholarships. 
allowances and jobs for selected 
science and engineering majors. 
Air Force ROTC has openings for 
young men and women majoring 
in specified science and 
engineering academic fields. Fields 
such as Aeronautical, Aerospace, 
General and Electrical Engineer-
ing, Mathematics. Physics and 
Computer Technology. AFROTC 
enrollment pays well now and 
could keep paying off in the 
future. 
Air Force ROTC offers 4-year. 
3-year and 2-year scholarships 
w1th $100 monthly tax-free 
allowance. AFROTC also of-
fers the $100 tax-free 
monthly allowance during 
the last two years to non-
scholarship students. 
Upon graduation you'll 
receive a commission In 
the U.S. Air Force and 
compete for challenging 
jobs. There'll be numer-
ous opportunities for 
advanced education 
in your field. plus 
you'll have financial 
security and start your 
way up the promotion 
ladder where your ability 
and ambition are the only 
limits. 
It pays to be In demand, 
and if ypu're the type 
we're looking for, it pays 
to get the details. No 
obligations. naturally. 
• 
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NEWSPEAK is sponsoring the great photo search 
this A-term, featuring the good, the bad, and the ugly. 
We wi II run a series of never before published pictures. 
Most of the pictures are of things you probably have 
seen before, except in a slightly different frame of 
reference. If you have at:~Y idea as to what this is a · 
picture of, send us that idea. At the end of the term, the 
person with the most correct answers will be given a 
free six pack. If you don't have any idea what It Is, send 
us your guess. The person with the most original an-
swers over the term will also be given a free six pack. 
Send your Ideas to NEWSPEAK, ~x 2472. All decisions 
of the judges are final. NEWSPEAK staff, their im-
mediate families and pets, the publisher, etc. are 
prohibited from entering. 
Zeta Psi would like to announce their first party of the new school year. The party will be held 
Fri September 23 at their house at 32 Dean St. The festivities begin at 8:00 m, 
• IS 
tC VEN'11.JRI 
EAKER SYSTEMS 
tO\l90M 
••••••••••••••••••••••• •10~ S~·tC\0.!30~~ 
•AKG k\~0"-f-""'··~~ 
• ~\!:~\SS ••• ~\3,." 
0 N KYO-THE EL.ITE ELECTRONIC LINE 
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Trekies 
by J .. n M. AMrtln 
(TREK FILEI It all began about three years 
3go. I've lived in the Boston aree all my life, 
and suddenly, I noticed that STAR TREK 
was on two diffetent stations (channels 10 
and 56; research has shown that at one 
time, a person could watch nine hours of 
STAR TREK, a weeki. Well, I used to 
watch it at night, while eating supper, most 
of the time, I only half heard it, I didn't 
know what it could do to me. 
Things really accelerated when I met 
some new people in school. They were all 
Trekies, and they talked about the shows at 
lunch. (An interesting comment. More than 
half of the Trekies Interviewed have sue-
combed to Peer-pt"essure.) I started paying 
more attention to the program, who wrote 
it, who guest starred, who directed, the 
whole thing. Then. I found the books. 
First, the series Jim Blish did, short story 
versions of the shows, then THE WORLD 
OF STAR TREK, MAKING OF STAR 
TREK, TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES, the 
last two by Gerald. Someplace, along the 
nne I picked up on science ftction novels, 
DHALGREN, SLAN, the laler books. I 
tumed on to them, when I couldn't get 
enough STAR TREK. (More evidence that 
our societies mo8t hopeless caes, Sc~l=i 
fans, stared with lesser habits) Thi~ got 
really bad, untt1 one of my Trekie friends 
gave me STAR TREK LIVESt. 
The bool< reaNy put things together for 
me. I wasn't the only one, thete were other 
Trekies in the wor1d. I knew then I would be 
able to make it. 
I heard about the BOSTON STAR TREK 
CONVENTION the January before it was to 
be held. (Fan conventions are known to be 
excessively dangerous. Currently, there ia 
legislation pending to illegalize them, or at 
least, limit the frequency with which they 
are held and the ages of the attendees. We 
urge you to write your congressmen in 
support of these important bills.) I didn't 
get my ticket to it until February, but when I 
did I couldn't wait, I knew I would be saved. 
(The lronyl The fan wishing salvation 
invariably tums to other fans, who will only 
tum them on to more powerful in-
toxicants.) 
The con was held over Easter weekend, 
In '76, at the Sheraton-Boston Hotel. They 
had a huge huckter's room (a room for 
peddlers of Tred-sci-fi merchandise. ·See 
the work by Piper-Smith on STAR TREK 
Moon Energy 
by ~ric Kelsrt 
Another intriguing source of energy 
comes from the moon. Well, you ask why 
not from the sun? The reason is that several 
lunatics got together from various parts of 
the city and built a cylindrical windmWI out • 
in the wastelands of the suburbs. Well, you 
ask why a windmill? The reason is that this 
windmill utilizes the winds created by bats 
flying around in the light. Well, you again 
ask, what are they using this energy for at 
this time of night? The windmill blades in 
the bottom produce electricity which heats 
several batlers and distillers which make -
you guessed it · · moonshine. Well, you ask 
what are people doing making moonshine? 
The reason they are doing this is to make 
money to buy more cylindrical windmills to 
make - you guessed it - more moon-
shine. Well, you ask, what is this? These are 
the clandestine activities of the un-
derground. Just as there is corruption In 
government, there is corruption in energy. 
However, there Is one saving grace to 
this matter. The moon is out et night only 
for a certain period of time and then is not 
out at night for a certain period of time. 
This means that the bats don't always 
come out and give energy to the windmill. 
So. as you can see the operation goes only 
sporadically. Thus, another interesting 
source of energy and corruption un-
covered. 
The Home Delivered Meals Program of Worcester 
needs Volunteer Drivers to bring meals to homebound 
elderly. Many older citizens in Worcester are 
malnourished, because they are unable to prepare a 
hot, nutritious meal. Call the Age Center of Worcester 
* 
* 
* 
AND THE NEED TO SPEND. Plper·Smith 
spent two years working cloeetv with both 
the •ll~n and the buyers.) They allo hed 
some of the actors, De Kelly, George TakJI, 
Nichelle Nichols, Waltet' Koenig, Jim 
Doohan. Plus 80me writers, Hal Clement. 
David Gerald, Joanie Winston - who co-
authored STAR TREK UVESI and Harlan 
Ellison. That last Bastard had the gall to 
stand in front of 200 Trekles and say that 
the STAR TREK phenomenon was dead. 
How Stupid! (Ellison ia an interesting case: 
although the above statement Is true, he 
wrote one show for the series end today 
writes a great deal of gut-grabbing sci-fl, a 
case of condemning the lesser crime and 
practicing the greater.) The con ran for four 
days and I met a lot of other fans, joined the 
Boston STAR TREK. Club, and bought 
some stuff that helped me get by. Like the 
Enterprise blueprints, the Klingon battle 
cruiser plans, The STAR TREK 
TECHNICAL MANUAL, a model phaser, a 
"This vehicle cruses at Warp 8" bumper 
sticker, Vulcan dice, four tee shiru, a 
diploma from the Vulcan Academy of 
Science and a lifesize tribble; autographed 
by David Gerald Himself (close to •140 
worth of merchandise.) I took 20 rolls of 
film and got everybodlea aiQnetu~t., " 
good e)(J*ience. Everything Wll 
That Ia, untH the fait of 78. loo 
things happened a1 once, ""'*' 
Nimoy and Shattner wwe hoking 
more money on the movie, thet the 
had no writer or director. The STAR 
Action Figures. Then the tOPI-·1•.,.• 
1999. I flipped out. I drifted Into 1 
sci-fi movie "festival" that a ~ 
Boston ran. 
When I woke up, I was here. 1'Nnga 
on the whole, better. I don't tht'*l 
completely recover, but I've Q0t11n 
to something more man8(J8Ible. 
You know- Tolkien, Carrol~ LIOuln, 
them. I really think I'll be aU right. 
This is only one of the ~ 
studies here at the Science 
Rehabilitation Center. The SFHC, 1 
profit organization, in its third ~. 
many needy young people blc:k to the 
of normality. We do not tlnglglin 
ceable deprograming, we merely 
and guide any deluded youths wt1o 
us for help. Our number Ia auu~•llill 
our staff can help you, call any hour 
day. We care. 
Your Footquarter• for 
Boots 
for Ms./llr. 
Worcester's Most Complete 
And Up To O.lt Selection 
of FRYE BOOTS 
eMa. 111111 4-10 
•Mr. elzn 7·13 
eNo Mill UIX 
eCh-ka ecc:eptiHS with nudent 
10 
•Cuff Frv• boou 
HUSTON'S 
•Zipper frn bootl 
•Br~~ldiHS frye...._ 
., ... ,,. .. , , ... "" ..... 
•Many ottler ..,.. 
(756-5633) to help deliver meals. An hour and a haHif 
your time during the noon hour, one day a week wil 
feed ten people. Each volunteer must have use of 1 ar. 
Anyone who is interested or has any quesH•, 
please contact the Age Center of Worcester (756-5633). 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Get the leadership development that is invaluable to any career you choose Develop your career 
where you sh~ulde~ greater responsibilities f~r earlier t~an most college graduates. If you're interested 1n any 
of the career f1elds listed below. then we are Interested tn you Check your interests and mail to 
ARMY ROTC 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
Worcester, Mass. 01609 
Name _________________________________________________________________ ___ 
Addrey ___________________________________________ phone ________________ _ 
I City _________________ state _______________ z;p-.-______ _ 
1 0 Freshman 0 Sophomore 0 Junior 0 Senior 
I 0 Air Defense _ 0 Comptroller 0 Highway and Rail 0 Operations and Force 0 Armament Materia 0 Counterintelligence/ Operations Development 
I 
Management Human Intelligence 0 Infantry 0 Operations Research/SYI" 
0 Armor 0 Cryptology 0 lnformetJon terns Analysis 
0 Atomic Energy 0 EdJicatlon Q Logistics M8n8gement 0 Personnel Admini-
1 0 Automatic Data 0 Engineer 0 Logistics Services stratlons Proc.sing 0 Field ArtHiery Managenwnt 0 Personnel Menegemenl I o ~v-;:•nstructional B ~~elecommunica- g :=::;~t o ~~ 
I 0 Aviation Materiel tions Systems Operations 0 Procureme~lt 0 ~ 0 Food Ma1111genW1t 0 MlssHe Materiel 0 Research and ()evelopminl I "'-'11\iGW 0 Foreign Aree Otflcer Menagenw1t 0 Supply Management 0 Club Mllrwgement 0 Generalll-oop Support 0 Munitions Materiel 0 Tactical/Strategic 0 Combat Conmunicetions- Mataiel Management Management Intelligence 
I Electronics @ 0 Tank end Ground Mobil-0 Communicatlons!Eiec-- ~ Anqv u ~ore ity Materiel Manaoe-
1 tronlcs Engineering Jill .IW ment 0 Communications/Eiec- • 0 li11ffic Management ~ t:=:iel Uam what it takes to lead. o r~tkxl Mana~ 
~--- ----------------------···~~ 
r. 
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fVt LOSES TO NORWICH, AGAIN 
by Barry k onsuf' 
Tech went into laat Saturday's contest 
the University of Norwich Wtth 
of b~aking a string of 14 loses 
the Cadets. Tech lost, 30-7, and 
was preserved. 
Engineers received the ftrst ktck off 
1118 game. and QUickly found themselves 
11011ble. WPI fumbled soon after 
the ball, which Norwich 
on by putting seven points on 
sc;oreboerd. • 
Aft8f recetvlng the kick off for the 
time. Tech went through a series of 
passes and a fumble, and then 
punt the ball back to Norwich. 
took over POuesaion of the ball at 
41 yard line and then practically 
Tech's 20 yard line before the 
defense got tough and held 
to a field goal with a little less than 
and a half minutes left 1n the quarter. 
appeared to be in big trouble when 
their third drive of the game. 
Robinson must have also sensed 
inpending doom. As soon as the 
halfback got hold of the ball he 
e 17 yard gain. The rain soaked field 
the next series and the Engineers 
!hemlelves in a third and fourteen 
Mike Walker, on a nice pass from 
Tom McBride, kept the drive 
just making a first down. Tech kept 
on going untn Brian McCarthy, senior 
tlghtend from Ossining, N.Y •• took a pass 
from McBride into the end zone for a 30 
yard touchdown. 
Tech held Norwich, with some fine 
tackling by sophomore Bob Guarasi and a 
key penalty, until a little more than five 
minutes to go In tne first half. Norwich's 
great ttghtend Paul Ricker, who did a lot of 
oamage Saturday, got a touchdown after a 
iong pass from Norwich's junior quar-
terback Mike Palmer. 
Tech had trouble initiating any offense in 
the second quaner. Twice, after they 
appeared to have developed some 
momentum, they turned the ball over to 
Norwich. One of the turnovers, a fumble 
that lead to a Norwich touchdown, proved 
very costly. 
The second half was an even bigger 
disaster, for Tech, than the first half. Any 
glimmer of light that could be seen In the 
first half had been completely shut off by 
Norwich in the second half. Tech could 
only manage 111 total yards in the second 
half, compared to Norwich's total of 276 
yards. McBride was intercepted twice more 
in the second half, one of which led to a 
Norwich touchdown. 
Tech outdistanced Norwich 184 to 1n 
yards in the first half. The advantage was 
not reflected in the 10-7 half time score 
because of the three tumovera Tech 
suffered. Through all of the second half 
Tech seemed to be just waiting for the 
Rame to finish. 
omen's tennis and volleyball 
VOLLEYBALL 
W.N.E. a, 6:00 
Bebeon 
Clerk h, 7:00 
AIC 
~ h, 7:00 
Ae.urnption a,6:30 
MAIAW a, Salem St. 
of tri·match 
TENNIS 
September 
1 6 Bryant h, 3:30 
24 W.S.C. h, 10:00 a.m. 
X1 Gordon h, 3:30 
30 Clark a 3:30 
October 
4 Assump. a, 3:30 
6 Emmanuel a, 2:30 
1 1 Suffolk h, 3:30 
13 Amherst h, 3:30 
15 MAIAW a, Amherst College 
"Your" Neighborhood Store: 
Furniture - recyded 
at low prices 
Everything: Books to Penny Candy 
7 Days-12 to6-754-6003 
100 Grove St. Wore. 
Cross shut out 
by Tom Rockwood 
A John Pavlos hat·trick and a solo tally 
by Ted Tadjer highlighted the WPI Soccer 
team's openi,lg game 4-0 shutout over Holy 
Cross last Saturday. Playing moat of the 
game under a steady drizzle, the WPI 
bootera used good ball control and a 
stalwart midfield defense to dominate an 
aggressive Holy Cross unit. 
Pavlos, a Senior from Greece, took up 
where he left off last year by taking a pass 
from Steve Superson and firing a 30-footer 
to the far corner, giving WPI a 1 ·0 lead, just 
5 minutes into the contest. Not letting up, 
Pavlos worked his way effortlessly around 6 
defenders and blasted his second goal of 
the game by a bewildered Cross goalie, 
putting WPI up 2-0. Although a marked 
man throughout the game. Pavlos wasn't 
finished. He broke loose from a couple of 
defenders and fired e low drive that skipped 
under the goalie, giving WP.I a convincing 
3·0 half-time bulge. 
In the second half, WPI settled back to 
play superb defense, led by senior co 
captains Brain Clang and Larry Hindle, 
along with Superson. Larry Shiembob and 
Dave Fisher. For good measure, Ted Tadjer 
finished off the scoring midWay lflto tht. 
second half to give WPI ita 4-0 edge. Senior 
Goalie Bob Grotchmal, although not 
severely tested, came up with some out 
standing stops to hold Holy Cross at bay 
and earn the shutout. Promising freshman 
goalie Dale Spencer finished up the last 20 
minutes as Coach King substituted freely. 
Tim Fisher, John Zahara, Leo Kaabi, 
Brian Huntley, Jim Lukas, Dave Bacciochi, 
Dave Partridge, Sean Blanar, Artie 
Sl1orrock and Richie Utzschneider all 
played well as WPI upped its record to 1-0. 
Previously, the Soccer team had traveled 
to Boston College to scrimmage the Eagles, 
10 prepar,ation for the regular season. The 
Engineers came out on top, 3-0, as Coach 
King got a look at a lot of new player5. 
Providing the scoring for WPI were Bnan 
Huntley, on the receiving end of a John 
Pevlos crosstng shot, Pavlos, with an assist 
from Huntley, and. finally, Leo Kaab1, on a 
breakaway set up by Steve Superson. WPI 
outshot BC, 13-2. 
The Soccer team will be in action aga1n 
on Thursday, September 22, when they 
host an always tough Bentley squad. Game 
time is at 3:30. Come down and check out 
this exciting team. 
Women's sports 
J. Gordon Gregory talk to Sue Chapman, the women's phys. 
Another new school year, and, out of the ed. person. Sue knows at?out aU the things 
600-some-odd new arrivals, about 60 are s:~oing on and will answer any Question~ you 
women. The women's sports program at might have. If she doesn' t coach the sport 
WPI is good considering this ratio. and, in herself, she will tell you exactly who to see 
my opinion, definitely worth writing about. and where to find him or her. Even if you' re 
While the women' s program has been mterested In a winter or spring sport, see 
around a while, coverage of the various the coach now. Some teams get together 
events has been spotty at best, and usually informally before their 688SOn starts, so it is 
• it has been completely lacking. The pur· better to find out now than to miss 
pose of this column is to remedy that anything. 
situation as much as possible. Don't think that you aren't good enough 
The first women's event has already to play. It is not like the men's Varsity 
taken place. Lest Thursday, Sept. 16, The sports where only the beat get to play, on 
women's 1 ennis team met Bryant College most of our girls teams, everybody gets 
for their season opener. The WPI squad got game experience. Sure, we have stara, but 
off to a dismal start with only one win, a anyone who has psych and wants to play 
singles match won by Freshman Cathy has a lot better chance than if she where a 
Girouard, No. 4. 6-4, 4-6, 6-4. The Team QUY in the same situation. 
overall looks much better than last year's, Enough of trying to sell the women's 
with Freshmen Karen Scala, No. 1, and Blta program; once the facts are known, It tends 
Solhjoo, No. 3. Also new, for the fail to sell itself. My duty is to report what is 
season, •s Brenda Boucher, No. 2. As one s:~oinR on to the rest of the achool, which 
can see, the first four POSitions are taken up hopefully I can do without offending too 
entirely by new players. Brenda, a many. I wJII try to report on as much as I 
sophomore, did not play on the team until can, but luckily WPI has a large enough 
the spring of this year. A team this new will women's program to make absolute 
doubtlessly have its problems, but will be coverage by one person impoalble. 
looking for great Improvements under Looking ahead to the fall 88880n, we 
Coach Marcia Kennedy. The next home have the aforementioned tennis, and alao 
match is on Sat., Sept. 24, so don't miss it. volleyball and field hockey. lf you aren't 
If you are female and Interested in going doing anything, get off your duff and come 
out for a spon, check into the Operational out to see some of the games. Spectator 
catalog for which coach to see, or go and support is Important tor sny team, and you 
will be surprised by how much vou like it. 
Sollr· Wind ProJect• evelleble beelnnlne 
September 11n- ProfMaor M . L. Price 
TEl. 712·8127 16 Me pie St. '•non, MA 01112 
SOLAA8·1 - Detltn of • aoler te•tlne laboratory with emph .. ll on dnlen of lnttrumentatlon 
equipment for Ita ope111t1on. 
S·2 - lnatelledon end t..,lne of lnltrumentatlon ,.qulred In the operation of • aoler teetlne 
laboratory. 
S ·3 - D"lgn, oonatrucdon •nd teatlne of toler collector Pinel•· 
• · Flet Plet• hot elr- verloua tVPH 
b. Flet Plete - weter - verlout tVPII 
c. Flit Pllte - tubuler •vat•m• 
S-4 - Inventive or new •vatema of flet pllte collector devlc••· 
So$ - Completely new aoler heetlng •vttemt, Including hut lto,.ee evatemt. 
S·l - Detlgn of • completely tolerlud em ell home 
W·1 - Computemed 11,_ enelytll of Buckmln•t•r Fuller Octohedral Tower. 
W·2 - SR-4 ttreln gageltre .. IMIIYIII of BFO Tower. 
W-3 - o .. tgn of E .. ctrlcelavatem for • I KW wind machine. 
W-4 _ DNien, conatruC11on end tell of the mechenlcal drive end braking end control 
•v•t•m for 1 wind driven enerator •v•tem. 
What's Happening? 
Tuesday, September 20 
WPI Business Women's Club- yoga demonstration by Dr. and Mrs. Wilmer Kranich 
at Higgins House, noon. 
Wed.nesday, September 21 
·Cross Country vs. Assumption, Clark, and Wore. State; away; 4 p.m. Dance Nite in 
the Pub, 8-11 p.m. Free Introductory Trancendental Meditation Lecture- Gordon 
Library Seminar Room 3:00p.m. and 8:00p.m. (repeated Thursday.) 
Thursday, September 22 
So~cer-vs. Bentley, home; 3:30p.m. Nightclub Concert in Alden featuring Rory Block 
and John Hammond; 8:30 p.m. 
Friday, September 23 
Peter Alsop in the Pub, 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday, September 24 
Soccer vs. Coast Guard, away, 11 a.m.; JV Cross Country vs. MIT and RPI, away at 
12:30 p.m.; Varsity at 1:00. Football vs. Coast Guard away, 1:30 p.m. 
Sunday, September 26 
cancelled 
Monday, September 26 
Spectrum presents" Professor Irwin Corey", a movie, at 8:00 R.m. 
Tuesday. Septemlter 27 
Socc ... ¥s. M,T. away,. ~ P-"'·' Cross caudry vs. Wesleyan. •way. at 4 p.M 
Ctaewna'-ct\ tUck-·~ Ma81c Plate .... Klnnlcut Hall. 7:• p.lft. voe &. No. 17 
-.. 
-
